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Abstract
Wepropose a new type of traveling wave pattern, one that can adapt to the size of physical system in
which it is embedded. Such a system arises when the initial state has an instability for a range of
wavevectors, k, that extends down to k=0, connecting at that point to two symmetrymodes of the
underlying dynamical system. TheMin systemof proteins inE. coli is such a systemwith the symmetry
emerging from the global conservation of two proteins,MinD andMinE. For this and related systems,
travelingwaves can adiabatically deform as the system is increased in size without the increase in node
number that would be expected for an oscillatory version of a Turing instability containing an allowed
wavenumber bandwith a ﬁniteminimum.
One of theways inwhich a non-equilibrium system can lead to pattern formation is via a travelingwave
bifurcation [1]. In such a system, the uniform state becomes unstable tomodes at aﬁnite wave vector k and a
ﬁnite frequencyω leading to a variety of phenomena involving nonlinear travelingwave states. This scenario has
proven relevant for processes ranging frombinary ﬂuid convection [2, 3] to electro-hydrodynamics in liquid
crystals [4] to the sloshing ofMin proteins in bacteria [5–14].
To date, this instability has been viewed as an oscillatory analog of the familiar Turing instability. Such an
analogy implies that as a function of some control parameter, the instability sets in at a critical threshold value of
the parameter at some given ¹k 0. Furthermore, above threshold, there is a band of unstable wavevectors
stretching from < < <k k k0 min max . Herewe show that there exists a previously unconsidered possibility,
namely that for some systemswith a particular symmetry, kmin equals zero. This dramatically changes the nature
of the nonlinear patterns that form, as there is no predetermined length scale for the emergent structure; instead,
thewaves are able to self-adapt to the size of the physical system. Aswewill discuss, this is the travelingwave
analog of what happens in viscous ﬁngering [15, 16]where the static bifurcation extends to =k 0min .Models for
the aforementionedMin dynamics offer a speciﬁc realization of this newparadigm.Moreover, the self-
adaptation provides amechanismwhereby the dynamical pattern canmaintain a one node form as the cell
expands during growth.
We start with themodel of [11, 17] for theMin system. There are two proteins,MinD andMinE, each of
which can be on themembrane (m) or in the cytosol (c). The two proteins can reversibly desorb and adsorb, and
adsorption ofMinE involves it directly binding to an alreadymembrane residentMinD. Additional
nonlinearities emerge from the assumed cooperativity in the desorption rates. Adding in diffusion in the
compartments leads in one spatial dimensions to the 4 coupled pde’s
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where cD and cE are the cytosol concentrations ofMinD andMinE, cd is the concentration ofMinDon the
membrane and cde is the concentration of theMinD/MinE complex on themembrane and the rates are
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Of critical importance to the physics of this system are two features. First, the diffusion constants of the
membrane-bound species are orders ofmagnitude smaller than their values for the same protein in the cytosol.
Wewill see that this property will guarantee the existence of an instability which drives the pattern formation
and alsowill enable a simpliﬁcation of the dynamics, at least for small system size. Second, themodel contains
two global conservation laws; the total number of bothMinD andMinE proteins in the system are unchanged by
each of the reactions, so that they are determined solely by the initial conditions. To seewhat this implies, we
imaginewe have found a uniform steady-state solution of themodel and calculate the fate of a small
perturbation around this solution, so that
( ) d= + +Wc c eD D D kx t0 i
with analogous expressions for the other concentrations. This leads in a standardmanner to a 4×4
homogeneous linear system, with the growth ratesΩ being given by the eigenvalues of the k-dependent stability
matrix. The results of such a calculation for themost unstablemode, where for themomentwe ignore the
quantization of k induced by the boundaries, are presented inﬁgure 1.We see that for *<k k , there is a complex
unstablemode, whose (complex) growth rate goes to 0 in the limit k 0.We shall now show that this is a direct
result of the global conservation laws. At k=0, due to these laws, the sums of equations 1(a, b, d) and equations
1(b, d) are identically zero, as shifts in the overall levels of either the conservedMinDorMinE proteins due to the
perturbation are left unchanged by the dynamics. Hence W = 0 is a doubly degenerate eigenvalue for k=0,
with left eigenvectors ˆ ( )( )f = 1, 0, 1, 11 and ˆ ( )( )f = 0, 1, 0, 12 .We can then calculate the shift in ( )W k for
these twomodes for small k usingwhat amounts to degenerate perturbation theory in quantummechanics,
generalized to non-Hermitianmatrices. To leading order, we computing the projection of the perturbation, i.e.,
the diffusion terms in the stabilitymatrix, namely ( ) = - - - -D D D D kdiag , , ,D E d de 2 onto the basis of the
degenerate x2 2 subspace to obtain the reduced stabilitymatrix
ˆ ( ) ( ) f f= ,ij i j
where the ( )f j are the corresponding right eigenvectors of the two k= 0 zeromodes, which satisfy the
orthonomality condition ˆ ( ) ( )f f d=i j ij.We then have to diagonalize ij toﬁnd ( )W k . For the parameter set used
in [11], the steady-state is =c 71.77D0 , =c 76.39E0 , =c 604.62d0 , =c 323.61de0 and this gives rise to
Figure 1.The growth rate ( )WRe and frequency ( )WIm of themost unstablemode of the linear stability operator constructed about
the uniform steady-state solution, for two different values of the diffusion rate,Dm, of the twomembrane-bound species,
= =D D Dd dem . The frequencies for the two cases are indistinguishable at the resolution of the graph. The other parameters, as taken
from ([11]), are: m= = -D D 12.5 m sD E 2 1, l = -0.0013 sD 1, l = -0.125 sde 1, l m= ´ - -9.3 10 m sdD 4 1,
l m= ´ - -3.8 10 m sE 5 1, l m= ´ - -8 10 m seE 9 3 1, m= -D 1000 mT 1, m= -E 400 mT 1. In the following, all lengths with be in
mm and times in s and explicit units will be dropped.
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for pair-wise equal cytosol (Dc) andmembrane (Dm) diffusivities. Thismatrix always has a pair of complex
eigenvalues, as
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )- = - - <S S k D Dtr 4det 0.239 0. 32 4 c m 2
This complex pair is unstable as long as
( ) ( ) ( )= - + <  >S k D D D
D
tr 0.119 2.119 0 17.8 42 c m
c
m
which is easily satisﬁed by the biophysical parameters, as we saw in ﬁgure 1. In general, the initial rise of WRe
with k depends on the relatively large cytosol diffusion constants whereas the value of k at which the system
restabilizes depends on the smallmembranal ones. In the limit of very large diffusion constant ratio between the
cytosol andmembranal ﬁelds and for equalmembranal diffusivities,Dm, the spectrum approaches (for k strictly
non-zero) the simple form W - D k0 m 2 for complex W0with a positive real part.
This stability structure presents a new twist onwhat happens in pattern forming systems such as viscous
ﬁngering and dendritic crystal growth [15, 16]. There, translation invariance of the base system guarantees a
single zero k= 0 eigenvalue which gives rise to a real-mode instability for *< <k k0 . A related idea has arisen
in the context of cellular processes that have one chemical component being exchanged between different
compartments but is globally conserved [18]. In our system the existence of two zeromodes and of course the
non-symmetric nature of the stabilitymatrix allows for a pair of complex conjugatemodes to have a positive
growth rate. The study of those interfacial systems has revealed characteristic differences between the nonlinear
states that emerge as compared to those in related systems such as directional solidiﬁcation [19]which have a
regular Turing-likemode spectrum.Here the basic pattern is the travelingwave, which due to the instability
extending down to k=0, should exist up to very largewavelengths. There are thus two new features here,
compared to the standard Turing case. One is the fact that the basic unstablemode is a travelingwave as opposed
to a stationary spatial oscillation. It is in general quite hard to arrange parameters such as to guarantee that the
basic instability is a travelingwave, while preventing a k=0Hopf temporally oscillatingmode.Here however
themarginality of the k= 0modesmakes the travellngwave instability very natural, as a k= 0Hopf instability is
impossible. Further, the standard Turing instability has a narrow band of allowedwavelengths, at least close to
threshold, while here the instability extends to inﬁnite wavelength.
It is possible to show that the travelingwave pattern arises as a supercritical bifurcation as L is increased past
*p=L k2min , so that the unstablemode is an allowedwavevector. Thus the amplitude grows as -L Lmin as
the system size is increased. For larger systems, wemust turn to a numerical study of our travelingwave pattern.
In the top panel ofﬁgure 2, we show an example of a travelingwave solution, corresponding to the parameter
set already used above, for a periodic systemof size =L 5. The second takes the limit of inﬁnite diffusivity for
the cytosolic species cD and cE; for the latter case, themodel is globally coupledwith the value of theseﬁelds
determined at all times by the integral constraints
( )ò
ò
= - +
= -
Lc D x c c
Lc E x c
d ,
d
D T d de
E T de
For this size system,which is notmuch larger than theminimal size for the instability, *p= »L k2 3.0min , this
travelingwave pattern appears to be the unique attractor of the system, arising from generic initial conditions.
The solution can thus be generated by running a simulation and waiting for the system to settle into this
uniformly propagating state, which perforcemust be linearly stable. Alternatively, we can directly solve the
steady-state equations in themoving frame of reference, so that the ﬁelds are only functions of x− vt and the
equations become ordinary differential equations, by an iterative scheme acting upon the ﬁeld values at
collocation points. Since there are 4 second-order equations, we have to impose eight conditions. Six of these
are the continuity of the four ﬁelds and two of the derivative ﬁelds across x=L. Two are the global
constraints on theDT and ET. Because of translation invariance we can arbitrarily choose one of the ﬁelds to
have a known value at say - =x vt 0 and reduce the number of unknowns by one. Then the number of
equations to be solved is one greater than the ﬁeld unknowns, necessitating the use of the velocity as the ﬁnal
unknown. One can check that we get the same results from both of thesemethods. The second approach is
3
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Figure 2.The uniformly leftward propagatingwave solution, with = -v 0.0768. Top: the solution for the parameters of [11], for
which the stability analysis is shown in ﬁgure 1 (blue curve). The length of the periodic system is L=5.Middle: the solution for the
limit = ¥Dc , with all other parameters as above. Themembranalﬁeld proﬁles are basically unchanged from the above graph.
Bottom: the solution for the same parameters as in the top panel, for the larger system L=20. The peak in themembranal ﬁelds is
roughly the samewidth as in the top panel, so that L-scaled coordinates, it appearsmuch sharper. Away from the peak the solutalﬁelds
appear similar to the top panel, indicating that these features scale linearly with L. The variation of the solutal ﬁelds ismuch increased
over that of the top panel.
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speciﬁcally convenient if one has a solution for some parameter set and wishes to ﬁnd a solution at a nearby
one, as in that case there is a very good initial guess with which to start the iteration.We can see from these
graphs that there is nothing singular about the inﬁnite-Dc global limit at least as far as this type of solution is
concerned.
We see that while the cytosol concentrations are relatively featureless (exactly so in the globally coupled,
 ¥Dc , limit), themembranal ﬁelds each have a single peak, located close to each other. Aswe take L larger, as
in the bottomplot ofﬁgure 2, this structure ismaintained, with the peaks having roughly the samewidth, and so
occupying a smaller fraction of the system. The system settles into a scaling formof the solution inwhich the
pattern consists of two parts. There is an inner region, which for the bottom frame ofﬁgure 2 lies at around the
originwhich gets thinner (in rescaled coordinates) as L increases. The rest of the box has an ‘outer’ solution
which scales linearly with L. The velocity of the solution scales as L once the system is in the scaling regime, which
for our parameters occurs for L 15. It is interesting to note that the large cytosol diffusion ismuch less
successful in eliminating the variation in the cytosol ﬁelds in the larger L system.
We can understand this solution by looking separately at the two aforementioned regions, in the globally
coupled limit, keeping cD and cE (as opposed toDT andET; in the globally coupled limit, this is just a different
path in parameter space, which happens to exhibit less L dependence)ﬁxed aswe increase L.We assume a
dependence only on ( )= -z x vt L and hence the time derivatives become ( )- v L
z
d
d
. In the outer region,
the slowdiffusion is irrelevant and the only spatial derivative is the velocity term. Thus, having ~v L (as can be
veriﬁed from the numerical solutions) immediately allows the outer solution to have spatial decays away from
the peakwhich become L independent in the rescaled coordinate. In the inner region, we have in general three
terms that are important; the velocity term, the diffusion term and the cubic term that occurs (with opposite
sign) in both the cd and cde equations. In fact, if we add the two equations and assume equal diffusivities, we get
that +c cd de does not have any driving term and one can easily check from the numerical solution that it is
approximately constant on the inner scale, which is the original L independent length scale. Let us denote byA
the constant value of this sum at the location of the inner zone. The numerics indicates that this quantity also
scales linearly with L. If we rescale lengths by ˜=z z L, velocity by ˜=v vL, andmembranal concentrations by L
aswell, ( ˜=A AL, etc)we get the equations
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This pair of conjugate equations are familiar from the literature on pattern formation, in the context of front
solutions in bistable systems such as theGinzburg–Landau equation.We can deﬁne a ‘potential’ function (˜ )U cd
to recast the equation for c˜d , e.g. as that of a ‘particle’movingwith damping v˜ in a potential well,
˜
˜ ˜
˜
˜
˜
- = +U
z
v
c
z
D
c
z
d
d
d
d
d
d
,d dm
2
2
Figure 3.Themerging of a twopeak travelingwave composed of two L=10 solutions into a single L=20 steady travelingwave. The
cdﬁeld is presented, the cdeﬁeldwould look very similar. The parameters are the same as in the top panel ofﬁgure 2.
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where the potential is obviously
( ) ( ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ )l= - - +U c c A c Ac c2 2 3 4 .d eE E d d d2 2 3 4
This potential has amaximumat cd=0 and, interestingly, a point of inﬂection at =c Ad . Since there is no
minimum, for small dampling a particle starting at cd=0 at ˜ = -¥z will escape to inﬁnite cd. Above a critical
damping, the particle approaches the point of inﬂection as a power-law in time, since the force is quadratic in the
distance to this point. The critical damping is equal to ˜ ˜ l=v A D2 eEc m , for which the approach to the point of
inﬂection is exponential in time, as can be seen be directly substituting in the ansatz ( ( ˜ ))= +c z w1 tanhd A2 for
somewidthw. Thus, an inner solution exists for all velocities greater that v˜c. If we call this solution ( ˜ ˜ )y z v A; , ,
we have theﬁnal forms ˜ ( ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜)y= -c z z v A; ,d inner and ˜= -c A cde d. There are two unknowns, namely A˜ and the
scaled velocity v˜ .
The construction is then completed by integrating the L-independent outer equations in the variable z,
where asmentioned above diffusion is ignored. One can then integrate the coupled ﬁrst-order outer equations
starting immediately past zinner with the initial conditions ˜ ˜=c Ad , ˜ =c 0de and demand that the solution at
˜ =z 1 returns back to the inner solution left asymptote ˜ =c 0d , ˜ =c Ade . These conditions determine the two
unknowns. The fact that the system supports a scale-invariant nonlinear travelingwave is, we believe, traceable
to the nature of the original stability; the system can use its ability to self-amplify at any non-zero k to form this
solution.
While this ‘single pulse’wave appears to be the unique stable steady-state solution for relatively small L, as L
increases this ceases to be the case. Oneway to see this is to start with an initial conditionwhich is composed of
two L 2 pulses. For L 25, for our ‘standard’ parameters, the two peak solution develops an instability and
Figure 4.The pattern produced by an exponentially growing system,with doubling time of 30min and initial size of L=4. Solutal
MinD,MinE is added to keep the overall averageMinD andMinE concentrations ﬁxed. Themembranal ﬁeld cd is displayed, cde looks
very similar. The system quickly settles into a single pulse travelingwave solution and preserves this form, despite the continually
change in L. The increase in amplitude and initial increase in temporal period are apparent. The other parameters are the same as in
the top panel ofﬁgure 2.
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eventually reaches the single pulse solution appropriate to a system size of L. This process is demonstrated in
ﬁgure 3 for L=20. This is analogous towhatwas established long ago for a periodic array of Saffman–Taylor
ﬁngers [20]. But, here, the full story is complicated and in general weﬁnd three regions for the asymptotic state
arising from these conditions. For ( )<L L Dc1 m , we obtain full coarsening as above. At larger L the two pulse
pattern is stable, coexistingwith the stable one pulsewave. The onset of the instability as L decreases below Lc1 is a
Figure 5.Top: a ‘sloshing’ pattern produced in an L=2with reﬂecting boundary conditions. One sees that the amplitude is
concentrated near the edges and the amplitude isminimal at the center. A disturbance appears on the left, waxes andwanes 180° out of
phase with the disturbance on the left. Bottom: the adiabatic adjustment of the above ‘sloshing’ pattern in an exponentially growing
system,with a doubling time of 30min and an initial size L=1.5. Initially, when the system is small, the systemquickly settles into the
sloshing pattern seen above, with an amplitudeminimum in the center. Later, when the system is larger, the patternmore closely
resembles the one-pulse travelingwave solution bouncing between thewalls. The other parameters are the same as in the top panel of
ﬁgure 2.
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(apparently subcritical)Hopf bifurcation. At even larger L, there is a supercritical pitchfork bifurcation to a non-
symmetric two pulse state. Analogously, one can start with a three pulse initial condition in a L3 box andﬁnd
regions of stable non-symmetric solutions at large enough L. In addition, the larger range of unstable
wavevectors at increasing L appears to result in a shrinking of the basin of attraction of these steady-state
solutions; this remains to be quantitatively analyzed. It should also be noted that, forﬁnite solute diffusion, the
single pulse solution ceases to exist beyond somemaximal L.When this occurs, the only travelingwave statewill
havemultiple peaks.
Because of the stability of the single pulse solution, the systemwill stay in this state as the box size is
adiabatically increased. To see this, we assume that the system is regulated so as tomaintain aﬁxed overall
average concentration ofMinD andMinE and insertmore of these proteins uniformly into the cytoplasm aswe
expand the cell. Following [21], the system equations then read
( )
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where ( ) ( )= gL t L 0 e t is the time-dependent length of the system and ( )ºy x L t is the scaled spatial
coordinate. Figure 4 shows clearly that the one pulse wavewillmaintain its global topology for a very large range
of scales.
Of course, the actualMin systemdoes not live in a periodic domain; even if one adopts the simpliﬁcation of
ignoring the actual compartment structure of the cell intomembrane and cytosol in favor of a bi-continuous
approach (as is done here), one should obviously use zeroﬂux conditions at the cell edges. So, it is useful to ask
about the fromof the nonlinear travelingwave state to the dynamics in aﬁxed box. In the top panel ofﬁgure 5,
we present snapshots of simulations for small cells, showing clearly a ‘sloshing’wave patternwith sharply
decreased amplitude at the cell center.Most importantly this topology is not changed as the cell expands, even as
the pattern becomesmore like a travelingwave bouncing back and forth (see the bottompanel ofﬁgure 5). The
time-average concentrationsmaintain a single node at the center even as the cell doubles; this is necessary for the
functional role of theMin system in deﬁning the precisemidpoint of the cell [12, 22]. The self-adjustment
property of the system allows this to take placewithout anyﬁne-tuning of systemparameters.
It is critical to realize that very few of our ﬁndings should have anything to dowith the detailed assumptions
of themodel. For example, if one usesmore recent and presumablymore realisticmodels forMin dynamics
proposed in [10, 23], the existence of two conservation lawswill again guarantee that thewave instability will
extend down to k=0 and therefore we can predict the existence of self-adjusting travelingwave states. This of
course needs to be investigated in detail. Amore uncertain situation holds for a recently studied case of a
=k 0min wave instability arising during the frictional sliding of one surface above a second [24]. Here the fact
that the base statewith uniform sliding is explicitly not reﬂection symmetric and hence there need not bemodes
at both+k and-k at the same complex value ofΩ; in other words, there is a preferred direction of wave
propagation and this one unstable wave can be connected to just one symmetrymode as q 0. The extent to
which this differencematters for the nonlinear state remains to be studied.We also expect the general features
explored herewill persist in a full two-dimensionalmodel where the 2-d nature of the cytosol is treated
explicitly [17].
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